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	It is common wisdom that gathering a variety of views and inputs improves the process of decision making, and, indeed, underpins a democratic society. Dubbed “ensemble learning” by researchers in computational intelligence and machine learning, it is known to improve a decision system’s robustness and accuracy. Now, fresh developments are allowing researchers to unleash the power of ensemble learning in an increasing range of real-world applications. Ensemble learning algorithms such as “boosting” and “random forest” facilitate solutions to key computational issues such as face recognition and are now being applied in areas as diverse as object tracking and bioinformatics.


	Responding to a shortage of literature dedicated to the topic, this volume offers comprehensive coverage of state-of-the-art ensemble learning techniques, including the random forest skeleton tracking algorithm in the Xbox Kinect sensor, which bypasses the need for game controllers. At once a solid theoretical study and a practical guide, the volume is a windfall for researchers and practitioners alike.
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Active Directory Field GuideApress, 2005
This book targets Windows and Active Directory administrators and consultants. The ideal reader already has a certain level of Microsoft product knowledge, and is turning to this book for high-level task-specific information.

The Active Directory Consultant’s Field Guide contains descriptions of...
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C# 6.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 6.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2015

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 6.0, this practical and tightly focused book tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated samples. Easy to browse, it’s ideal as a quick reference or as a guide to get you rapidly up to speed if you already know Java, C++, or an earlier version...
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Reinforced Concrete Designer's HandbookTaylor & Francis, 1988
Since the last edition appeared under the Viewpoint imprint of the Cement and Concrete Association, this Handbook has been in the ownership of two new publishers. I am delighted that it has now joined the catalogue of engineering books published by Spon, one of the most respected names in technical publishing in the world, and that its success is...
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PHP by ExampleQue, 2001
If you already have a good understanding of HTML, and now you want to make
your Web pages do more, then this book is for you!

This book is written to teach Web designers who have never programmed before
or who have little experience programming how to program in PHP. Along the
way, you will pick up important concepts such...
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Jackfruit: A Bicycle Quest Through Latin AmericaBooklocker.com, 2009
Bicycling across Latin America, adventurer David Nghiem explores the depth of human intuition while investigating ancient symbols and mysteries. He surveys the effects of globalization, enduring crocodiles and gun shots as he faces his greatest challenge - surviving the journey!

I lay sweating on my back in the tent, naked, my diving...
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Using DrupalO'Reilly, 2008
Who is this book written for?

• If your lead developer can’t seem to shut up about this weird “Drupal” thing, and you want to figure out what on earth she’s talking about, this book is for you.
• If your boss has approached you and said, “We need to build a site that has X, and fast!”...
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